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The invention relates to a heating or cooling installation control valve.

Heating or cooling installation control valves are applied in hydraulic heating or 

cooling installations, in order to closed-loop control the fluid flow. In particular, 

such valves for example are applied as mixing valves, in order to mix two fluid 

flows, in particular fluid flows of a different temperature. Such mixing valves are 

applied in heating or cooling installations, in order to be able to closed-loop con

trol the feed temperature to a desired value.

Known valves for example comprise three connection channels, e.g. two entries 

and an exit which run out in a valve space in, in which a movable valve element 

is arranged, by way of whose displacement the run-outs or mouths of the con

nection channels into the valve space can be reciprocally closed and opened. For 

this, valve seats or seals are arranged in the region of the run-outs of the con

nection channels, in the valve space. These must be inserted into the valve space 

either through an assembly opening, through which the valve element is inserted, 

or through one of the connection channels. With the assembly through the con

nection channels, there is the disadvantage that the complete valve unit must be 

separated from connecting conduits for the maintenance and replacement of the 

valve seats.

US 2010/0193043 A1 discloses a ball valve for application in a heating facility, in 

order to be able to separate a water feed and/or equalisation tank from the heat

ing facility. This valve comprises a ball-like valve element which is mounted be

tween seals. The seals are mounted in pipe connection pieces for the connection 

conduits. This arrangement has the disadvantage that the pipe connection pieces 

need to be removed for the exchange of the seals, so that the complete valve 

needs to be removed from the heating facility.

CN 101196244 A discloses a high-pressure valve which comprises a ball-like

valve element. The valve housing comprises an assembly opening, through

which the valve element and seals are accessible. The disadvantage with this
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design is the fact that a seal cannot be exchanged without the valve element 

having to be removed. A similar arrangement is known from US 6,488,261 B1.

With regard to this problem, it is the object of the invention, to provide an improved 

heating or cooling installation control valve, with which the necessary seals can 

also be easily exchanged in the installed condition.

This object is achieved by a heating or cooling installation control valve with the 

features specified in claim 1. Preferred embodiments are to be deduced from the 

dependent claims, the subsequent description as well as the attached figures.

The heating or cooling installation control valve according to the invention, in a 

valve housing comprises a valve space, in which a valve element is arranged in 

a moving or movable manner. The valve element serves for opening or closing 

at least one flow path and thus for changing the effective cross section of this flow 

path. Moreover, the control valve comprises at least three connections or con

nection channels, for example an entry and exit. The control valve is designed as 

a mixer valve or as a flow-dividing valve with at least three connection channels. 

Such a mixing valve can be applied for mixing two fluid flows. In this case, two of 

the connection channels serve as an entry, and a third of the connection channels 

as an exit. Conversely, such a mixing valve can also be applied as a flow-dividing 

valve for dividing a fluid flow. In this case, one of the connections serves as an 

entry, whereas the two other connections serve as exits. The configuration is 

preferably such that all three connection channels are connected to the valve 

space, irrespectively of whether the control valve is applied for mixing or dividing 

fluid flows, wherein two flow paths are formed, which run from two of the connec

tions to the third, or in the reverse direction from the third connection in each case 

to one of the two of the other connections. Thereby, the flow paths run through 

the valve space, and the valve element is situated in the flows paths, so that it 

can at least partly close the flow paths due to its movement or positioning. In 

particular, the valve element is movable such that it can change the ratio of the
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cross sections of the two flow paths to one another. Thereby, one further prefer

ably envisages one of the flow paths being opened and simultaneously the other 

flow being closed, in a reciprocal manner.

The connection channels are connected to a flow path which runs through the 

valve space and whose cross section can be changed by way of displacement of 

the valve element for the closed-loop control of the flow. The connection channels 

for this in each case with a first end run out into the valve space and comprise an 

opposite second end which serves for the connection to a fluid-leading compo

nent, for example a connection conduit. A flange for the connection to connecting 

fluid-leading components, such as to a connection conduit or for example further 

components of a heating or cooling installation can be present at the second end. 

The further components e.g. can be a circulation pump. A sealing element which 

is in contact with (abuts with) the valve element is arranged in at least one of the 

connection channels at its first end. The sealing element thus forms a valve seat 

for the valve element. The valve element in the known manner is arranged such 

that it at least partly, preferably completely can cover the sealing element, so that 

the flow cross section which is delimited or encompassed by the sealing element 

is partly or completely closed. Thereby, the sealing element comes to sealingly 

bear on an outer surface of the valve element. This, with a movement of the valve 

element, slides over the valve seat formed by the sealing element.

According to the invention, the at least one connection channel which is arranged 

on or in the sealing element, additionally to its open second end comprises an 

assembly opening, through which the sealing element can be inserted into the 

connection channel and removed from the connection channel. This means that 

the sealing element neither needs to be inserted through the valve space nor 

through the second end of the connection channel, but can be inserted through 

a separate assembly opening into the connection channel, and be brought in this 

connection channel into the desired position adjacent the valve space. This per

mits the assembly and maintenance of the sealing element without having to re

move the valve element from the valve space or having to separate the second 

end of the connection channel from the adjacent, fluid-leading components, for
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example a connection conduit. The assembly and maintenance of the sealing 

element is significantly simplified by way of this.

Further preferably, in each case a sealing element is arranged in two connection 

channels in each case at their first end, with the use of three connection channels, 

wherein the sealing element forms a valve seal and is in contact or pressing con

tact with the valve element. Thus two valve seats for the valve element are cre

ated in the manner described above. Thereby, further preferably, both connection 

channels, in which a sealing element is arranged, are provided with an additional 

assembly opening in the manner described above, through which additional as

sembly opening the sealing element can be brought into the connection channel 

and into its position adjacent the valve space in each case.

The at least one assembly opening is preferably closed by a removable closure 

element, for example by a releasable cover. Thereby, the closure element is 

sealed to the outside, so that no fluid can exit to the outside out of the connection 

channel, in the region of the closure element. Such a closure element for example 

can be designed as a cover which can be screwed in, as a cover which can be 

locked with a bayonet connection, or in a similar manner. An additional seal, such 

as an O-ring for example or a differently shaped elastomer seal can be arranged 

in the cover. Preferably, the closure element is designed such that it can be 

opened without a tool, or with a common tool such as a jaw wrench. For this, the 

closure element can comprise an engagement element such as a projection or 

recess, with which for example a spanner, a screwdriver or likewise can engage 

for releasing the closure element. A screwing of the closure element with sepa

rate screws is also conceivable.

Further preferably, the at least one connection channel, in which the sealing ele

ment is arranged, comprises a first channel section running into the valve space 

and receiving the sealing element, and a second channel section adjacent the 

second end, wherein the assembly opening is situated at an axial end of the first 

channel section which is away from the valve space. The first channel section 

thus extends between the valve space and the assembly opening, so that the
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sealing element , given an opened assembly opening, can be inserted through 

this channel section and can be brought into its desired position which is adjacent 

the valve space. The second channel section which, departing from the first chan

nel section, extends to the second end of the connection channel, runs out in the 

first channel section or is connected to this, so that a fluid-leading connection is 

created from the second end of the connection channel up to the valve space.

The first channel section extends preferably straight between the valve space 

and the assembly opening. Particularly preferably, the first channel section has 

an extension direction which runs along the middle axis of the sealing element or 

of the valve seat formed by the sealing element. This middle axis in the case of 

a round sealing element is preferably the symmetry axis or middle axis, about 

which the sealing element extends in a rotationally symmetrical manner. A 

straight course of the first channel section has the advantage that the sealing 

element in the extension direction of the channel section can be pushed through 

the assembly opening in a straight manner and be pushed into the position adja

cent the valve space. For this, the sealing element can also be designed such 

that it comprises a guide element or guide body which bears on the inner wall of 

the first channel section and thus serves for a positioning and guiding on inserting 

through the assembly opening. Such a sealing element carrier carrying the actual 

seal can moreover serve for the fixation of the sealing element in the connection 

channel. This for example can be effected by way of clamping, screwing or an

other suitable fastening.

Further preferably, an abutment, in particular in the form of an abutment shoulder, 

on which the sealing element or a sealing element carrier carrying the sealing 

element comes to bear, is formed in the inside of the connection channel, in par

ticular at its first end which is adjacent the valve space. The fixation of the sealing 

element or a sealing element carrier carrying the sealing element can be effected 

in the opposite axial direction or also in both axial directions by a securing means, 

which for example with a thread or a bayonet engages with a wall of the connec

tion channel. The axial securing can alternatively also be effected via the closure 

element closing the assembly opening.
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In the case that the connection channel is formed from two channel sections, as 

described beforehand, the second channel section preferably runs out into the 

first channel section in a peripheral manner. This has the advantage that the first 

channel section can be designed completely open in the axial direction at its sec

ond end, i.e. axial face end, in order to form the assembly opening there for in

serting the sealing element. Thus the entire inner cross section of the first channel 

section is released, in order to be able to insert the sealing element through this.

Further preferably, the first channel section extends radially to the valve space 

and/or to the valve element arranged in the valve space. This first channel section 

preferably extends normally to the rotation axis, about which the valve element is 

rotatable, in the case that it concerns a rotatable valve element, wherein the mid

dle axis of the channel section intersects the rotation axis, preferably at an angle 

of 90°. Thus the sealing element can be introduced through the first channel sec

tion in a straight manner and can be advanced in the channel section in the an

gular position, in which it later comes to bear with the valve element. Thereby, a 

guiding by way of a sealing element carrier can be effected, as described above.

According to a further preferred embodiment, a valve and/or a filter element is 

arranged in at least one of the connection channels, preferably in the first channel 

section of at least one connection channel. With such a valve, it can particularly 

be the case of a check valve which prevents a backflow of the fluid. The filter 

element can be designed as a sieve for example. The valve and/or the filter ele

ment preferably lie at the side of the sealing element which is away from the valve 

element. The valve and/or filter element can likewise be inserted through the as

sembly opening into the connection channel or its first channel section, depend

ing on the requirements. An insertion can thereby be effected together with the 

sealing element or one after the other. Thus the securing or fixation of the sealing 

element can also be effected by way of the subsequently inserted valve and/or 

filter element. It is also conceivable to design the sealing element as one piece 

with a valve and/or a filter element, as a premanufactured subassembly which as 

a whole can be inserted through the assembly opening into the connection chan

nel.
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Particularly preferably, the sealing element as well as the valve and/or filter ele

ment are designed as separate components which can be inserted and removed 

through the assembly opening one after the other. This has the advantage that a 

universally designed sealing element can be applied, which can be inserted with 

and without additional components, such as a valve or a filter element. Moreover, 

the individual components, which are to say e.g. a valve, a filter element and the 

sealing element, can be exchanged independently of one another.

According to a further preferred embodiment, the second channel section is con

nected to a sensor space, in which a sensor, in particular a pressure sensor 

and/or temperature sensor is arranged. Such a pressure sensor and/or tempera

ture sensor in particular can be a combined different pressure sensor and tem

perature sensor. The temperature sensor detects the temperature of the fluid in 

the second channel section. The pressure sensor or the pressure transducer of 

the combined sensor preferably detects the inner pressure in the channel section 

or a differential pressure between the channel section and a further region in the 

inside of the control valve. The sensor receiving space is preferably designed 

such that it is open to the outside, so that a sensor can be inserted and removed 

from the outside. This means that the sensor does not need to be inserted 

through the assembly opening or other parts of the connection channel. The ar

rangement of a sensor receiving space which is situated outside the channel sec

tion but which is connected to this has the advantage that the sensor does not 

need to project into the channel section itself, so that the flow cross section there 

is not limited by the sensor, and the sensor does not inhibit the insertion or re

moval of the sealing element as well as of a filter or an additional valve as the 

case may be.

Further preferably, the sensor space can be connected to one of the connection 

channels and to the valve space. This means the sensor receiving space is pref

erably connected to the second channel section of a connection channel and to 

the valve space. It is thus possible to detect the pressure difference between the 

valve space and the connection channel with a differential pressure sensor in

serted into the sensor receiving space, said differential pressure sensor being
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able to be designed as a combined temperature and differential pressure sensor. 

The pressure difference at the entry side and exit side of the valve formed by the 

valve element is thus determined. Therefore for example the flow through the 

connection channel can also be computed by way of the position of the valve 

element and the flow cross section which is defined by this.

The valve element is particularly preferably designed in a ball-like manner and is 

rotatingly movable in the valve space about an axis. Thereby, the valve element 

preferably slides along the sealing elements forming a valve seat in each case, 

as described above. Recesses or free spaces can be formed in the ball-like valve 

element and, if they go into the region of the sealing elements or valve seats, 

they define flow paths or flow passages, so that fluid can flow through the valve. 

These recesses can be brought to overlap with the sealing elements to a different 

degree by way of displacement of the valve element, so that the flow cross sec

tions can be changed. The first channel section of the connection channel which 

is described above preferably extends normally to the rotation axis and radially 

to the surface of the ball-shaped valve element.

The valve space additionally to the connection channels comprises a valve as

sembly opening, through which the valve element can be inserted into the valve 

space and removed from the valve space. The valve assembly opening is pref

erably arranged at a side of the valve space which is away from the sides, at 

which the connection channels run out into the valve space. Preferably, the valve 

assembly opening lies essentially transversely or at right angles to the openings, 

at which the connection channels run out into the valve space. The valve assem

bly opening has the advantage that the valve element can be removed inde

pendently out of the valve space, without having to disassemble other parts of 

the control valve. The valve assembly opening is preferably closed by a releasa

ble cover comprising a through-opening, through which a shaft for rotating the 

valve element in the inside of the valve space extends outwards. The valve space 

and the connection channels are further preferably formed in a common valve 

housing which is preferably manufactured from metal. An integrated construction 

unit of these parts is thus created, which in particular can be manufactured of one
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piece, so that further assembly steps can be avoided and the number of inter

faces to be sealed is reduced.

Particularly preferably, at least one wall section of a wall delimiting the valve 

space and at least one wall section of at least one of the connection channels 

and preferably of all connection channels are formed with one another as a single 

piece. Particularly preferably, all walls of the valve space and of the connection 

channels with the exception of any covers which close the necessary openings 

such as the assembly opening and the valve assembly opening, are designed as 

one piece. This in particular can be effected by way of casting/moulding the valve 

housing, for example from metal. Thus all essential flow paths can be integrated 

directly into a single-piece housing part.

According to a further preferred embodiment of the invention, the heating or cool

ing installation control valve according to the invention comprises two connection 

channels whose first channel sections which are adjacent the valve space are 

directed at an angle of greater than 90° to one another. Thus the two valve seats 

which are arranged in these channel sections, with respect to the rotation axis of 

the valve element are likewise situated in angular positions which are distanced 

by more than 90° to one another. Further preferably however, the two ends of the 

associated connection channels are situated such that they are directed at an 

angle of 90° to one another, which means their face sides are arranged at an 

angle of 90° to one another. If a third connection channel is provided, then its 

second end is preferably aligned along the same longitudinal axis as the second 

end of a first connection channel, whereas the second connection channel with 

its second end is aligned at an angle of 90° to the two other connection channels. 

Thus a T-shaped configuration of the connections of the control valve is created, 

and this configuration corresponds to a connection configuration which is com

mon with such valves.

The invention is hereinafter described by way of example by way of the following

pictures. In these are shown in:
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Fig. 1 a perspective view of a heating or cooling installation control

valve according to the invention,

Fig. 2 a plan view of the valve housing of the control valve according to

Fig. 1, without drive,

Fig. 3 a sectioned view of a valve housing which in its basic construc

tion corresponds to the valve housing according to Fig. 2, and

Fig. 4 a sectioned perspective view of the valve housing according to

Figures 1 and 2.

The control valve which is shown in Fig. 1 is designed as a mixing valve or as a 

flow-dividing valve and consists essentially of two components, specifically of a 

valve housing 2 and of a drive 4. A movable valve element 6 (see Fig. 3) in the 

form of a ball is arranged in the inside of the valve housing 2. The valve element 

6 is situated in a valve space 8 and is rotatable by the drive 4 about its rotation 

axis X. The rotation axis X extends through the ball centre of the valve element

6. The valve element 6 for the connection to the drive 4 comprises a shaft which 

extends outwards through an opening in the cover 10 covering closing a valve 

assembly opening 12 of the valve housing 2. The drive 4 for example comprises 

a stepper motor and associated control electronics.

The valve housing 2 in this embodiment example comprises three connections 

A, B and A-B which are in connection with the valve space 8 via connecting con

nection channels. The connections A and B serve as entries and the connection 

A-B serves as an exit for a mixed fluid, given the use as a mixing valve for mixing 

two fluid flows. Conversely, the valve can also be applied as a flow-dividing valve 

for dividing a fluid, and then the connection A-B serves as an entry and the con

nections A and B serve as exits, from which a part of the fluid fed to the connec

tion A-B exits in each case. The connections A, B and A-B in the examples ac

cording to Figures 1,2 and 4 are provided with flanges 14. An alternative design 

as a thread 16 for the connection of connecting conduits is shown in the view 
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according to Fig. 3 and 4. The connection channels from the connections A and 

B run out in the valve space 8 in each case at a valve seat which is formed by a 

sealing element 18, as is shown in Fig. 3. The sealing elements 18 sealingly bear 

on the surface of the valve element 6. The valve element 6 comprises a closed 

section 20 as well as a recess 22. If the closed section 20 completely covers a 

valve seat, which means completely covers and closes the passage encom

passed by the sealing element 18 then the associated flow path of the respective 

connection channel is closed. If the recess 22 completely or partly comes to over

lap with the flow passage encompassed by the sealing element 18, then this pas

sage and thus the connection to the respective connection channel is completely 

or partly opened. The valve element 6 is thus formed such that when it rotates, it 

simultaneously opens the flow path of a connection channel A, whereas it simul

taneously closes the flow path of the second connection channel B, or vice versa. 

Thus a mixing or dividing ratio of the flows flowing through the connections A and 

B can be set.

The connection channels connecting to the connections A and B each comprise 

a first channel section 24 and a second channel section 26. The second channel 

section 26 in each case ends at a second open end of the connection channel 

which forms the connection A and B. The first channel section 24 in each case 

forms the first end of the connection channel, on which the sealing element 18 is 

arranged and which is open to the valve space 8.

The first channel sections 24 extend with their longitudinal axes Si and S2 nor

mally to the rotation axis X of the valve element 6, which means radially to the 

valve element 6. Thereby, the two first channel sections 24 with their longitudinal 

axes Si and S2 extend in a common plane which runs normally to the rotation 

axis X of the valve element 6. Simultaneously, the two longitudinal axes Si and 

S2 are angled to one another at an angle of greater than 90°, here at an angle of 

150°. The first channel sections 24 departing from their first end facing the valve 

space 8 extend in a straight manner to an assembly opening 28 which is situated 

at the opposite axial end seen in the direction of the longitudinal axis Si or S2. 

The assembly openings 28 in each case are closed by a closure element in the
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form of a removable cover 30. In this embodiment example, the covers 30 can be 

screwed into the assembly openings 28 via a thread. The covers 30 for rotation, 

centrally each comprise a hexagonal projection 32 which can be gripped by a 

spanner for example, in order to rotate the cover 30. The cover 30 can be of 

plastic or of metal. The valve housing 2 is preferably manufactured as a 

moulded/cast component of metal.

The sealing elements 18 are each fastened on a sealing element carrier 34, which 

carries the sealing elements 18 and fixes them in the first channel sections 24 in 

a defined position. The sealing element carrier 34 thereby bears on a contact 

shoulder 36 in the first channel section 24, wherein the contact shoulder 36 pre

vents the axial movement in the direction towards the valve space 8 and thus 

fixes the sealing element 18 in this direction. The axial fixation of the sealing ele

ment carrier 34 and of the sealing element 18 fastened on it is effected in the 

opposite direction in each case by the cover 30, a thread or in another manner 

which is not shown in more detail here.

The first channel sections 24 here are not only designed in a straight manner, but 

have a continuously constant inner cross section from their axial end facing the 

valve space 8, up to the assembly opening 28 or widen to the assembly opening 

28, so that the sealing element 18 with the sealing element carrier 34 in each 

case can be inserted through the assembly opening 28 from the outside, and 

advanced up to into the position which is shown in Fig. 3 and in which the sealing 

elements 18 come to sealingly bear on the valve element 6. The insertion and 

exchange are possible independently of the connections A and B due to the in

sertion and exchange of the sealing elements 18 through the assembly openings 

28. Thus the valve housing 2 can also remain installed in a heating or cooling 

installation for the exchange of the sealing element 18, which means than any 

connection conduits which are connected to the connections A and B do not need 

to be released.

A further component such as a check valve 38 and/or a filter or sieve 39 for ex

ample can also be inserted into the first channel sections 24, apart from a valve
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element 18. Such a check valve 38 is shown in Fig. 3 in the first channel section 

24 of the flow path leading to the second connection B. A filter or a sieve 39 in 

the form of a tubular sieve insert is shown in the first channel section 24 of the 

flow path leading to the first connection A. These additional components such as 

valves or filters or sieves 39 can also be easily exchanged or cleaned through 

the assembly openings 28.

The second channel sections 26 of the connection channels run from the con

nections A and B in an arcuate manner such that they run out peripherally into 

the first channel sections 24. Thus the second channel sections 26 or the housing 

parts forming them, and the flanges 14 or threads 16 lie outside the inner cross 

section as well as the radially outwardly extending projections of the respective 

inner cross section of the channel sections 24. Thus these components do not 

inhibit the insertion and removal of components out of the first channel sections 

24. Moreover, it is also possible to arrange the three connections A, B and A-B 

at right angles to one another in the usual manner, i.e. to arrange them in a T- 

shaped manner to one another.

Moreover, two sensor receivers 40 are formed in the valve housing 2. These each 

have a sensor receiving space 42, into which a measurement or recording region 

or measurement probe of a sensor can engage. These sensors are preferably 

combined temperature - differential pressure sensors which are connected out

side the valve housing 2 via cables 44 to the electronics of the drive 4. The sensor 

receiving spaces 42 are each connected via a connection channel 46 to the inside 

of the valve space 8, wherein they run out into the valve space 8 in a region 

outside the valve element 6 and thus can detect the pressure at a side of the 

valve element 6 which is away from the sealing elements 18, in the flow path. 

Moreover, each sensor receiving space 42 is connected via a connection 48 to 

the associated second channel section 26. Thus a differential pressure sensor 

which is inserted into the sensor receiving space 42 can detect a pressure differ

ence between the associated second channel section 26 and the valve space 8, 

which means upstream and downstream of the cross-sectional reduction formed 

by the valve element 6. The flow for example can be determined on the basis of
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this differential pressure. A sensor for detecting the temperature and/or the pres

sure does not compromise the flow through the second channel section 26 due 

to the fact that the sensor receiving space 42 is situated outside the flow path in 

the second channel section 26.

As is to be recognised in the figures, the design according to the invention permits 

all essential components to be integrated into a common valve housing 2, 

wherein this valve housing 2 with the exception of the cover and closure ele

ments, in particular the cover 10 and the covers 30, can be designed as one 

piece. Despite this, a good accessibility to the sealing elements 18 as well as 

possible valves and filters is given by way of the additional assembly openings 

28 which can be opened independently of the connections A and B, by which 

means the assembly ability and maintenance is simplified.

List of reference numerals

2 valve housing

4 drive

6 valve element

8 valve space

10 cover

12 valve assembly opening

14 flange

16 thread

18 sealing elements

20 closed section

22 recess

24 first channel sections

26 second channel sections

28 assembly openings

30 covers

32 projections

34 sealing element carrier
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10 X

Si, S2

abutment shoulders 

check valve

filter

sensor receivers

sensor receiving spaces 

cable

connection channels 

connections 

connections 

rotation axis 

longitudinal axes
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Patentkrav

1. Reguleringsventil til varme- eller køleanlæg, og som er udformet som en 

blandeventil eller strømnings-opdelingsventil med mindst tre tilslutningskanaler 

(24, 26), med et i et ventilrum (8) indrettet, bevægeligt ventilorgan (6), og hvor de 

mindst tre tilslutningskanaler (24, 26) ved en første ende udmunder i ventilrum

met (8), og hvor den modsatte anden ende (A, B) af forbindelsen virker ved hjælp 

af en fluidumførende konstruktionsdel, og hvor i det mindste en af tilslutningska

nalerne (24, 26) ved dennes første ende er forsynet med et tætningsorgan (18), 

som ligger an mod ventilorganet (6), og hvor den mindst ene tilslutningskanal (24, 

26), hvori tætningsorganet (18) er indrettet, yderligere ved sin anden ende (A, B) 

haren montageåbning (28), gennem hvilken tætningsorganet (18) kan indsættes 

i tilslutningskanalen (24) og udtages fra tilslutningskanalen (24), og hvor ventil

rummet (8) ud over tilslutningskanalerne (24, 26) har en ventilmontageåbning 

(12), gennem hvilken ventilorganet (6) kan indsættes i ventilrummet (8) og udta

ges fra dette rum.

2. Reguleringsventil til varme- eller køleanlæg ifølge krav 1, kendetegnet ved, 

at der ved den første ende af to af tilslutningskanalerne (24, 26) er indrettet et 

tætningsorgan (18), som ligger an mod ventilorganet (6).

3. Reguleringsventil til varme- og køleanlæg ifølge et af de foregående krav, 

kendetegnet ved, at montageåbningen (29) er lukket ved hjælp af et aftageligt 

lukkeorgan (30).

4. Reguleringsventil til varme- og køleanlæg ifølge et af de foregående krav, 

kendetegnet ved, at den mindst ene tilslutningskanal (24, 26), hvori tætningsor

ganet (18) er indrettet, har et første, i ventilrummet (8) indmundende og tætning

sorganet (18) indeholdende første kanalafsnit (24) og et andet, til den anden ende 

(A, B) opgrænsende kanalafsnit (26), og at en montageåbning (28) er anbragt 

ved en fra ventilhuset (8) bortvendende aksial ende af det første kanalafsnit (24).
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5. Reguleringsventil til varme- og køleanlæg ifølge krav 4, kendetegnet ved, 

at det første kanalafsnit (24) forløber lige mellem ventilrummet (8) og montage

åbningen (28).

6. Reguleringsventil til varme- og køleanlæg ifølge krav 4 eller 5, kendetegnet 

ved, at det andet kanalafsnit (26) løber ud i periferien ved det første kanalafsnit 

(24).

7. Reguleringsventil til varme- og køleanlæg ifølge et af kravene 4 til 6, kende

tegnet ved, at det første kanalafsnit (24) strækker sig radialt i forhold til ventil

rummet (8) og/eller til det i ventilrummet (8) indrettede ventilorgan (6).

8. Reguleringsventil til varme- og køleanlæg ifølge et af kravene 4 til 7, kende

tegnet ved, at der i det første kanalafsnit (24) af den mindst ene tilslutningskanal 

er indrettet en ventil (38) og/eller et filterorgan.

9. Reguleringsventil til varme- og køleanlæg ifølge krav 8, kendetegnet ved, 

at tætningsorganet (18) og ventilen (38) er separate konstruktionsdele, som gen

nem montageåbningen (28) kan indsættes ved siden af hinanden og udtages.

10. Reguleringsventil til varme- og køleanlæg ifølge et af kravene 4 til 9, kende

tegnet ved, at det første kanalafsnit (24) er forbundet med et følerrum (42), hvori 

en føler, især en tryk- og/eller temperaturføler, er indrettet.

11. Reguleringsventil til varme- og køleanlæg ifølge krav 10, kendetegnet ved, 

at et følerrum er forbundet med enten tilslutningskanalerne (24, 26) eller ventil

rummet (8).

12. Reguleringsventil til varme- og køleanlæg ifølge et af de foregående krav, 

kendetegnet ved, at ventilorganet (6) er udformet som en kugle og i ventilrum

met (8) er bevægeligt, idet det kan dreje omkring en akse (X).
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13. Reguleringsventil til varme- og køleanlæg ifølge et af de foregående krav, 

kendetegnet ved, at ventilrummet (8) og tilslutningskanalerne (24, 26) er udfor

met i et fælles, fortrinsvis af metal, fremstillet ventilhus (2).

5 14. Reguleringsventil til varme- og køleanlæg ifølge krav 13, kendetegnet ved,

at mindst et afsnit af en væg, som afgrænser ventilrummet (8), og mindst et afsnit 

af mindst en af tilslutningskanalerne (24, 26), fortrinsvis alle tilslutningskanalerne 

(24, 26), er udformet sammen i ét stykke.
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